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CHERRY
AWARDEE:
The importance of the
optical design and
internal radiative
efficiency of solar cells

MANUFACTURE
INNOVATION
The industry is entering
an era of 23% screen
printed cells with simple
metallisation processes.

PLENARY PRESENTATIONS
Chris Deline from NREL gave an
inspiring plenary talk on the fact
and fiction associated with bifacial
modules. The PERC silicon solar cell
process lends itself to bifacial cell
manufacturing; presently bifacial
modules command a premium
price in the photovoltaic market of
around 5-6c/W. The fractional
energy gain over a monofacial
module is highest under diffuse
irradiance, so the overall gain

depends upon overall irradiance
conditions as well as ground
albedo. Bifacial modules are no
longer subject to section 201 ruling
that applies a 25% tariff on solar
modules. Bifacial modules now
account for 2GW cumulative
installed capacity and as of last
week, were exempted from the US
government solar import tariffs.

POSTERS
Angular-Dependence
of Bifacial Silicon
Heterojunction Solar
Cells for High Latitudes,
Enabling Behind-theMeter Distributed
Energy Resources to
Provide Grid Services,
and more !

Patrick Chapman from Enphase gave
a comprehensive account of how the
Solarbridge company was spun out of the
University of Illinois technologies spinoff
from U of Illinois and became one of two
successful microinverter companies. The
business was acquired by SunPower in 2014
and then sold to Enphase last year. The
Enphase product has a 97.5% end to end
efficiency averaged over load and
voltage and a 40-year design life. This is
achieved using a resonant AC link design
including MOSFET and ASIC components.
Andrew Blakers made a compelling
case for pumped hydroelectric storage as
the key to a 100% renewable energy
electricity supply. He argued that PV and
Wind have won the energy race, making
up the two largest new capacity additions
globally. He noted that the intermittency of
PV and wind are often complementary,
but that pumped hydro can provide the
large seasonal storage capacity; batteries
being useful for sub second to 10 min
power fluctuations. His survey of pumped
hydro sites has identified 616,000 off-river
sites with a storage capacity of 23 million
GWh, much more than is required to store
renewable energy for the entire planet. An
online atlas of pumped hydro sites is
available from
http://re100.eng.anu.edu.au/global/

REGULAR SESSIONS
In Area 2 “Industrial Advancements in
CIGSe and CdTe” Motoshi Nakamura from

Solar Frontier gave an excellent talk on
"Cd-free Cu(In,Ga) (Se,S)2 thin-film solar
cell with a new record efficiency of
23.35%". He explained in great detail how
CsF treatment had been responsible for the
latest efficiency gain, together with careful
optimisation of the bandgap profile
obtained by controlling Ga/(Ga+In) and
S/(S+Se) ratios. He showed efficiency
above 22% was possible for a value of the
bandgap minimum between 1.0 to 1.12eV.
Cd.J. de Wild from IMEC showed how
Ga grading, back contact passivation with
Al2O3, and KF treatment in the presence of
nitrogen, allows for significant efficiency
improvements up to 3% absolute for ultrathin, 500nm CIGS solar cells, driven by
improvements in Voc.
In Area 3 “Reducing the Cost of III-Vs”
Sodabanlu et al. from AIST presented the
highest InGaP growth rate by MOVPE of
>30 um/hr enabling 2J device with
efficiency of 22.3% with bottom cell grown
at 120 um/hr. Metaferia et al from NREL
presented GaAs solar cells by HVPE with
growth rates exceeding 300 um/hr by
increasing Hydrogen carrier gas flow and
nearly
maintaining
cell
parameters
comparable to their lower-growth-rate
counterparts. Schulte et al of NREL
expanded growth space of HVPE by
switching to kinetically-limited growth
region with As4. He showed comparable
results to their previous results in the
thermodynamically limited growth regime
and maintained 1% uniformity across 2"
wafer mainly on account of doping
uniformity.
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Conference participants, Richard King, Thorsten Trupke and Ron Sinton congratulate the
new Cherry Award winner, Harry Atwater, second from right.

In
Area
4
“Innovations
in
Manufactured Solar Cells” was declared
‘simply amazing’ by the session chairs who
reported that the industry is entering an era
of 23% screen printed cells with simple
metallisation processes. Trina Solar showed
passivating contact n-type cell production
(TOPCon) achieving a record efficiency of
24.6%. ECN showed several approaches for
passivating contacts, including PERC poly
p-IBCQ-cells and bifacial PERC devices
reaching 22 % (0.1% less than for
monofacial PERC) with a bifacial factor of
up to 0.77. SERIS is also working on
passivating contact approach called
monoPoly reaching 23.5% with 0BB. Meyer
Burger showed a HJT 2.0 cell with record
efficiency of 24.5%.

In Area 6 “Characterization and
Growth of Perovskite and Organic PV
Materials” Y. Luo presented different
configurations of electron beam EBIC
microscopy to determine carrier diffusion
length and heterogeneity of charge
collection in perovskite solar cells.
Increasing the beam voltage induced a
rapid decay of the beam profile,
maintaining the E-beam current lower than
25pA was found not to cause damage. T.
Gallet used Kelvin Probe Microscopy to
study the morphology and workfunction of
perovskite devices. Perovskite is deposited
by coevaporation of MAPI and PbI2 at
different background growth pressure: low
pressure promotes uniform films with no
grain growth after annealing in inert gas.
High pressure promotes grain growth with
annealing and excess MAI on surface. High
pressure was found to increase the work
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function while low pressure maintained
constant work function. N. Hartono showed
how structure dimensionality impacts
device performance. The addition of Tertbutylammonium in MAPI led to a structure
with stability changing from 3D to low D. S.
Harvey showed how TOF-SIMS is one of the
only techniques that can probe both
organic and inorganic perovskite material.
In Area 7 “Space Solar Cells and
Systems” Mitsuru Imaizumi presented a

novel mechanically stacked 3J cell made
by from a top InGaP/GaAs dual-junction
(2J) cell and a 1.1 eV CIGS bottom cell
designed for very high radiation resistance.
The series connected cells achieved higher
than 26% efficiency at BOL - not yet
optimised - and an excellent 94% efficiency
remaining factor at EOL. Pilar EspinetGonzalez described the results of an
experimental and simulation

study on the potential of Nanowire
based GaAs and InP solar cells in
terms of radiation hardness.
Compared to a planar thin-film
GaAs cell, very high hardness is
demonstrated under electron and
proton irradiation. A world record
Nanowire cell with 16.9% efficiency
(BOL) was presented. Philip Chiu
reported on the qualification
results for the lattice matched
triple junction XTE family of cells
developed at SpectroLab. 3
devices that are suited for different
missions environments - low and
high radiation fluencies nearearth, and Saturn-like low-intensity
Vasilis Fthenakis (2018 Cherry Award winner), Angele
low-temperature have been fully
Reinders (44th PVSC Conference Chair) and Christiana
AIAA
qualified.
They
Honsberg (2015 Cherry Award Winner) connect after
demonstrated 32% BOL and 27.8%
the 2019 Cherry Award lecture.
EOL efficiency for the XTE-SF. Mark
O’Neill gave a comprehensive overview of the technology development at NASA of space
photovoltaic concentrators for outer planet missions, and in particular of the manufacturing
of line-focus and point-focus Fresnel lenses and their testing for flight readiness. He reported
the lightest lenses made to date with 1 gram for 10 cm x 10 cm area. Mark presented a
performance metrics and cost analysis highlighting the potential of such concentrators in
terms of cost savings owing to the smaller cell area and the much lower mass that they
enable.
In Area 9 “Mechanical Durability of Modules and Materials” Silverman showed cracks
through metallization formed immediately and thermal cycling opens the cracks and leads
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to power loss. This evolution of a crack
from initial formation to subsequent power
loss after thermal cycling, could form the
basis of predictive models for crack related
power loss. Semba showed quantitative
results for busbar corrosion under 95C/95RH
exposures
that
demonstrated
two
mechanisms, small gap (100 nm) formation
between metallization and the silicon cell
along with compositional changes in the
fritted glass metallization of the gridlines
and busbars. Karas showed a DH
degradation study of HIT modules with both
double-glass and glass-backsheet module
architectures,
and
EVA
and
POE
encapsulants, on the Suns-Voc and power
loss.
In Area 10 “Microgrids and PV Power
Plants” J. Hernandez-Alvidrez Presented a
low inertia PHIL testbed for grid forming
inverter testing along with dynamic
characterization of the grid forming
inverter. Christoph Kondzialka presented
details of smart meter infrastructure was

presented. Also, a standardized and
secure
CLS
module
for
secure
communication, controls update, and
firmware update of inverters was
described. Aminul Haque presented a
study on effect of solar variability (cloud
induced) on short-term flicker severity and
long term flicker severity for distributed and
centralized
PV
across
different
geographical locations. The study for
various size of plants, different windows of
averaging, variability was also presented.
Santiago Grijalva presented a dynamic
linear regression approach to model the
voltage manifolds at the feeder. B. Pierre
described the issues caused by momentary
cessation in grids with high PV penetration.
A simulation of an actual feeder with high
PV penetration can cause over frequency
on the feeder during fault with both slow
and fast ramp rate. J. Roy spoke about a
new multiport PV inverter architecture
designed to suppress Idc ripple and
thereby minimizing the dc-bus capacitor
requirement.

SPECIAL SESSION - UNDERSTANDING THE VALUE OF EFFICIENCY IN MAINSTREAM PV
MARKETS
Kelsey Horowitz started the session with a comprehensive argument that solar power
conversion efficiency has a premium in space constrained applications, e.g. rooftop
generation in situations with high electrical demand, such as a household with an electric
vehicle. Hongbin Fang from Longi Solar made a strong case for mono-crystalline silicon stating
that Longi’s high efficiency Mono PERC helps improve energy yield with a superior
temperature coefficient, better low light performance and lower temperature operation. Qi
Wang from Jinko Solar put forward the case for continued dominance of multi-crystalline
silicon, arguing that the embedded energy in multi crystalline silicon is significantly lower than
mono-crystalline and that PERC efficiencies above 20% are possible. Andreas Bett from
Fraunhofer ISE discussed the implications of the imminent requirement in the EU for all new
buildings to “consume nearly zero energy”. He observed that buildings typically have
excellent access to the electrical grid and that there is abundance of surface area in the built
environment. However, he also cautioned that large buildings will tend to have high electricity
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consumption relative to what could be generated from the exterior, thereby motivating the
development of high-efficiency BIPV products. Tatsuya Takamoto from Sharp Corporation
Space made the case for III-V photovoltaic cells, stating that the space market is presently
2MW, but high altitude aircraft could represent a 100MW market and transport, a potential
10GW market. He revealed that a demonstration vehicle built jointly between Sharp and
Toyota will run 6000km per year on sunlight and use a 30% PV array. A press release on this
new solar vehicle will be released in the future. Pierre Verlinden emphasised that in the PV
market there will be buyers who insist on the lowest price product and others who demand
the highest quality at a premium price. He made his point clearly with a series of charts
showing zones where Winner technologies, Loser technologies, Niche products and Super
Winners exist.

AWARDS CEREMONY: CHERRY &
YOUNG PROFESSIONAL AWARD
Zachary Holman was presented with the IEEE Stuart R.
Wenham Young Professional Award for his work
related to tandem solar cells, high Voc CdTe and a
variety of other work. This award has a new name in
memory of the late Stuart Wenham whose work at
UNSW led the world in high efficiency silicon solar cells
and who has been exemplary in his mentoring and
leadership in the community.
This year's Cherry Award was presented to Harry
Atwater for his creative work at CalTech since 1988,
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contributing to the world-record GaAs cell and module efficiencies. His presentation
highlighted the importance of the optical design and internal radiative efficiency of solar
cells, introducing a luminescent concentrator GaInP cell integrated above a silicon cell, and
the effectively transparent metal contacts that reflect light onto the active area of the cell.
He has been joint founder of multiple start-ups including Alta Devices and ETC Solar. The
session was concluded by inviting all past Cherry Award winners to the stage.

POSTERS
In Area 1 “Novel conversion mechanisms & materials”, Urs Aeberhard won the poster prize
for his work “Quantum transport simulation of hot carrier photocurrent generation in
quantum well solar cells”

In Area 2 “Focus Session on Thin Film PV Absorbers”, Joshua Winger from University of Utah
won the poster prize for work titled "A Model of Grain Growth in CdTe Thin Films During CdCl 2
Treatment". The authors developed a thermodynamic and kinetic model of CdTe thin film
grain growth.
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In Area 4 “Surface Passivation & Light Management” Mandy Lewis won the poster prize
for her work “Angular-Dependence of Bifacial Silicon Heterojunction Solar Cells for High
Latitudes”

In Area 9 “Cell and Module Degradation”
Guillaume von Gastrow won the poster
prize for work on “Evaluation of Sodium
Migration

in

SiNx

with

Capacitance

Voltage Measurements”
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In Area 10 “PV Power Systems
Modelling, Analysis and Control”,
Alex Magerko won the poster prize
for work on “Enabling Behind-theMeter
Distributed
Energy
Resources
to
Provide
Grid
Services”

In Area 11 “Solar
Resource for PV and
Forecasting” The best
poster
prize
was
awarded to Chinmay
Vad from Arizona State
University for his paper
"Effect of increasing PV
deployment
on
U.S.
Regional
Transmission
Organizations" (#503 N9). He used historical
renewable
generation
and load data for each
US regional transmission
operator (RTO) to assess
imbalance between electricity supply and demand as solar generation increases. With this
approach he was able to provide data-based projections for U.S. RTOs on the degree to
which storage, load shifting, or trading on energy imbalance markets will need to be adopted
to avoid severe curtailment of solar PV electricity generation.
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In Area 12 “PV Deployment, Policy and Sustainability”, the poster prize was awarded to
Erin Whitney for his work “Catching the Midnight Sun: Performance and Cost of Solar
Photovoltaic Technology in Alaska”
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